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Go on keep the faith 
Take it up, take it up 
Move and take it up 
Go on keep the faith 
Take it up, take it up, take it up 
By the light of nature 
By the light of nature 

People the bass of the power generation 
Cool creation coming unation 
'Cause I can work from the twilight zone 
Yes yo to the break of dawn 
It's like a heartbeat coming up to you 
By the light of nature to just feel the groove 
I've got the power it's what you need 
Any kind of move, any kind of beat 
So I'll let you know so get it on the light 
I'm the man with the plan don't believe to hype 
Once again so I let the people know 
Can you feel the power, can you feel the goal 
Come in strength with a new harmony 
Can you feel a touch of extasy 
The real thing that you've got to feel 
By the light of nature so that's the deal 

Light of nature 
The light 
By the light of nature 

Peace to the different nations 
Why it was another feel the vibration 
You can feel so once again 
I'm the one and I'm your best friend 
From the top to the bottom you can feel the bass 
The rhythm, the rhythm coming up to this place 
I'm the one creator on the microphone 
You gonna get down to the party zone 
To the party zone I make you feel all right 
Believe in yourself 'cause this is your night 
Don't fight tonight cause it's got to be 
And push it your love 'cause this is reality 
It's like a dream coming back to you 
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So give me your chance you know I'll give it to you 
The real thing that you've got to feel 
By the light of nature so that's the deal 

Come on ! Move it up 

So I'll let you know so get it on the light 
I'm the man with the plan don't believe to hype 
Once again so let the people know 
Can you feel the power, can you feel the goal 
Come in strength with a new harmony 
Can you feel touch of extasy 
The real thing that you've got to feel 
By the light of me jump on this to deal
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